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Automotive Training Authority
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ATA Command Center

Automotive Training Authority, Inc.
3231 Business Park Drive C #231

Vista, California 92081

Toll Free: 800-575-4ATA (4282)
Toll Free Fax: 888-255-7760
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Haru Lindsey, EXT 223

haru @ automotivetraining. com

Toll Free: 800-575-4ATA (4282)

Karen Peczeli: Ext. 224

karen@ataautomotivetraining.com
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Hope this is what you want?

Ensure we understand what electricity is

How it accomplishes work

What goes wrong when work isn’t being done

What to test for

Where to test

Understanding the operation of electrical test
equipment
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Don’t Change Your Diagnostic
Procedures Just Yet

Maybe just try the procedures in this ATA
training course when you run into a …………….
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Electrical training is all about

(I) Current flow

(EMF) Voltage pushes electrons through
conductors

(Ω) Resistance controls the current flow

Current is what makes components work

Switches, Relays, and Computer drivers are
command devices
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Don’t Forget

Start with a fully charged battery
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Electrical units of measurement

Prefix Symbol Basic unit Example

Mega M 1 000 000 80MΩ

Kilo K 1000 20kv

Milli m .001 50mv

Micro µ .000001 25µa

Nano            ƞ          .000 000 001            20ƞv

Pico             ρ .000 000 000 001           15ρf



The Modern Vehicle’s Electrical
Systems Can Be Broken Down Into

three areas

Electrical Generation
Electrical Storage
Electrical Distribution





You have Testing Equipment
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What is True RMS?

Used to describe Multimeter and clamp on
meters

A non-True RMS meter uses a mathematical
averaging formula to Calculate the current

When components in the circuit change the
shape of the voltage signal wave an averaging
meter will be inaccurate

Over as much as 8 to 10 %

Under as much as 35 to 40 %
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Root Means Square (RMS)

RMS formula used for accurately testing:

Solid State electronics to test

Variable speed drives

Fan controls

Motor drives

Low voltage systems
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You have Testing Equipment
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You have The Proper Tools
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You have The Proper Tools
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You know how to be safe?
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Diagnostic Logic

The diagnostic process starts with a diagnostic
direction



Diagnostic Logic

The diagnostic process starts with a diagnostic
direction

Identify performance problems to start a
diagnosis (this will be repeated many times)

Do all lamps illuminate properly

Verify B+ and ground to the device

Get a complete picture of operating conditions
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Whaaaaaat?

Simplest starting point

Verify B+ and ground to the device

How do “YOU” do this?
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12.6V
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0.02V



What do these test results tell you?

There is power to the component

The component is grounded

BUT,

Doesn’t tell you how good the powers and
grounds are!
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How do YOU load a circuit

What procedure do you use to load a circuit
when testing it?
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Waiting for an answer
Getting older by the second
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How do YOU load a circuit

What procedure do you use to load a circuit
when testing it?

A load test the circuits powers and grounds to
see if they can carry the load

If there is any voltage drop in either the power or
ground circuits, it will only show up when
current is flowing
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Really?

If there is any voltage drop in either the power or
ground circuits, it will only show up when
current is flowing
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12.6V
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3.04V
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3.04V



Why test?

What is it you want to know about the circuit?

Does the circuit have good power and a good
ground? (Is there an open circuit)

Open circuits:

Open connector, splice, component, or is a fuse
blown
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A blown Fuse Indicates

A short to ground

A short to ground can and will destroy wiring,
connector, splices, or a component, Not just
blow a fuse

A short to ground puts the technician right to
back to looking for an open circuit and then the
short
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Don’t Forget!

We also need to look for excessive resistance in
the circuit causing a Voltage Drop

Causing less current flowing through the circuit

Causing less work to be done

SOMETHING AIN’T WORKING RIGHT!!!!!!
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So, were testing for

An open circuit

A short to ground

Unintended high resistance
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There are other faults
(Versions of these faults)

We’ll discuss them later in the class as they come
up

But,

Opens,

Shorts to ground,

and High resistance is the starting point
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Can’t always see it
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Open circuits

For EMF to push electrons through resistance
there must be a complete path for current to flow
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Open circuits

How about some diagnostics?
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Am I being clear enough?

Pin Point Performance Problems

What isn’t working right?
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Am I being clear enough?

Pin Point Performance Problems

What isn’t working right?
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Am I being clear enough?

So?

What isn't working right?
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Un-intended resistance example

1 ohm of un-intended resistance in a starter cable

What does that do to the circuit’s
requirements?
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Un-intended resistance example

1 ohm of resistance in a starter cable

E = I x R [1 X 125 = 125 volts]

(I) 125 A starter current multiplied by 1 (R)
ohm Equals 125 volts
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Un-intended resistance example

Where is the 125 volts
going to come from?
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Can’t always see it
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Can’t always see it
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B+V
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0.050V
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Point to made!

There is high unintended resistance inside a
computer or module the technician cannot see

Why are you there? Why are you looking at it?

Something isn’t working right

Does it have power?

Does it have ground?

Yes, and its not working right

Replace it [Can it be reprogramed?]
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Un-intended resistance example

1 ohm of resistance in a starter cable

E = I x R

.750  X  1 Ω = .75 Voltage drop

7.00  X  1 Ω = 7.0 Voltage drop
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Electrolysis

In chemistry and manufacturing, electrolysis is a
technique that uses a direct electrical current
(DC) to drive an otherwise non-spontaneous
chemical reaction

Electrolysis is commercially used as a stage in
the separation of elements from naturally
occurring sources such as ores using an
electrolytic cell
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Electrolysis

The manufacturing of aluminum
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Electrolysis
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A Vehicle’s Cooling System
VS

A Vehicles Battery
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A Vehicle’s Cooling System
VS

A Vehicles Battery
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Electrolysis

Cooling system stores electrical energy because:

The components which make up the cooling
system act like a battery

If left un checked, the electrolysis will set codes
for “circuits too high”

Drain, flush, and refill with new antifreeze
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Computer

Engine Block

0.021V



Computer

Engine Block



Computer

Engine Block
1.2V

0.021V



Computer

Engine Block
1.2V

0.021V



Electrolysis

Cooling system stores electrical energy because:

The components which make up the cooling
system act like a battery

If left un-checked, the electrolysis will set codes
for “circuits too high”

Drain, flush, and refill with new antifreeze
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What are we going to do?

Ensure we all understand what electricity is
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Understanding the properties of
electricity



Niels Bohr discovered the planetary
model of the atom

Niels Henrik David Bohr
(October 7, 1885 –
November 18, 1962)



The planetary model is a simplified
representation of an atom



The nucleus, the central part of
the atom, is made from protons
and neutrons





The electrons orbit the nucleus
Its the number of electrons that is important









Electron Movement is what we call
current

Ohms Law states that the electron movement is
Intensity or “I” in the formula

Amperage (Current) is the unit of measurement
for Intensity, the amount of electron flow or the
work being done
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Insulators

When the atom is a good insulator, like
wood, rubber, glass, paper, teflon, or
PVC material the electrons are stuck
in their shells and won’t come out

Electrical insulation is the opposite of
conduction



Conductors

When a atom is a good conductor, like
copper and other metals, the electrons
pop out easily moving to the next
atom



Conductors

What is the best conductor?????????

Silver is the best conductor

Many think it is gold, which is a good
conductor

Gold doesn’t corrode like other materials
which is why it’s used in electronic
connectors



Charge!

When we say positive or negative, we could add
the word charge behind it

A fundamental property of a charge is;

Like charges repel each other

Opposite charges attract each other

When a free electron moves next to another free
electron they push each other away



Sounds like theory

What is the information good for?

There is a field around these charges

Called a electrostatic field

This is the same field that creates everything
from static cling to lightning bolts

An electrostatic field exerts a force on other
charges, either to attract or repel



Electron Pump

++ +++++++++ + - - - - - - - - - - - -

There is positive
pressure on one side

and negative pressure
on the other

NOTE!
The charge has
no where to go



Source Voltage

++ +++++++++ + - - - - - - - - - - - -

The electron pump will be called
Source Voltage from now on



Source Voltage

++ +++++++++ + - - - - - - - - - - -+ + -+



Electron Pump

++ +++++++++ + - - - - - - - - - - - -



What are we measuring?

++ +++++++++ + - - - - - - - - - - - -



What are we measuring?

++ +++++++++ + - - - - - - - - - - - -



What are we measuring?

++ +++++++++ +



What are we measuring?

++ +++++++++ + -



What are we measuring?

++ +++++++++ +



Engine cooling Fan Example



What is being measured here?





Magnetism and Current Flow

When the charges move through a conductor
there is a invisible electromagnetic field created
around the conductor

This electromagnetic field is important in
electrical testing



Magnetic Field Around a Wire

A current passing through a wire creates a
magnetic field that is proportional to the
amount of current flowing

The thumb points in the direction of current
flow, the fingers point in the direction of

magnetic field
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Magnetism
Current flowing through a conductor creates
Magnetism (a magnetic field)

A magnetic field cutting across a conductor
creates electricity in that conductor
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Magnetic Field

The magnetic field is a medium for electricity

Electricity is stored in the magnetic field and
transferred to the conductor

The electrical field and magnetic field are
closely related to each other

One will create the other

They influence each other
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Why does an injector current
waveform look like this?
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And not like this?



Why does an solenoid injector current
waveform look like this?
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Inductance

Inductance is typified by the behavior of a coil of
wire in resisting any change of electric current
through the coil



Faraday's Law

Any change in the magnetic environment of a
coil of wire will cause a voltage (EMF) to be
"induced" in the coil

No matter how the change is produced, the
voltage will be generated



Faraday's Law

The change could be produced by changing the
magnetic field strength

Moving a magnet toward or away from the coil

Moving the coil into or out of the magnetic field

Rotating the coil relative to the magnet
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Faraday's Law
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Faraday's Law applies here because
there is a solenoid
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Faraday's Law
Doesn’t apply



LOAD

A magnetic field is created around a
current carrying conductor

A coil of windings will opposes any
change in the current



When the Conductor is Coiled it will
increase the magnetic field strength



The diameter of the wire and the
number of turns the determines what
the magnetic field strength will be



A counter voltage is created when the
magnetic field is created, the field
creates a counter EMF (voltage)

The counter voltage impedes the
build-up of current



The coiled conductor is
called an inductor



When a coil is used as an inductor



Inductor

An inductor, also called a coil or reactor, is a
passive two-terminal electrical component
which resists changes in electrical current

passing through it
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Inductor

Here it is designed

into the circuit

206

Here it is designed

to be a magnetic



Capacitance

Is the property of a circuit or device which enables
it to store electrical energy by means of an
electrostatic field

A capacitor is design to have a certain value of
capacitance



Capacitance

It has the ability to store electrons & release them
at a later time

The number of electrons it can store for a given
applied voltage is a measure of its capacitance



Capacitance in the service bay

Capacitance can be seen when testing ignition
coil, DIS or COP

Because of capacitance the primary windings act
a certain way when current is running though
them



This is really a Physics discussion

An Electric field is potential energy

Capacitor stores the electrical field

An inductor stores a magnetic field

210

Allow me to make an observation
for you
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Capacitor stores
an electrical

field
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Water Pressure Analogy

It is helpful to use a water
analogy to “see” electricity

Water towers are tall to provide
pressure

There is a potential difference
between the water pressure in the
tower and at ground level

Electrical pressure is EMF

The amount of water flowing
is like current flow



Electricity is Fast



Electricity is Fast

As soon as a battery is connected (switched) to a
bulb it starts to glow, there is no time lag

This will happen even if the wires are long like
the lamps on a Semi-Tractor trailer

The effect is immediate



Pulleys require a continuous loop









Any Question?

Now lets used this
understanding of

electricity and
diagnose faults
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Test Equipment

Digital Volt Ohm Meter (DVOM)



Test Equipment

Low/High amp current probe



Test Equipment

Digital Storage Scope (DSO) AKA Lab Scope



Test Equipment

Scan Tool



Scan Tool

Scan tool data can also be used to collect
electrical information

An example is vehicle system voltage which is
battery and charging voltage

Sensor signals make the measurement then send
them to the computer and on to the scan tool



Test Equipment

Power Probe



Test Equipment

Load Pro





First Up

Digital Volt Ohm Meter (DVOM)



Digital Volt Ohm Meter (DVOM)

Digital Multimeter (DMM) is a device that can
test several different electrical parameters

The most common is voltage, ohms, and amps



Test Equipment

Low/High amp current probe



Low/High amp current probe

Current measurement is created through a
process called electromagnetic induction

It can be measured by the “electromagnetism”
principal

The magnetic field expands and collapses with
the current increasing and decreasing

If a current probe is around this changing
magnetic field voltage is induced in the probe
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Low amp probe considerations

Connection selection

Positive or Negative

Adjusting zero

Disconnect the probe

Degauss the probe (open and shut jaws a few
times)

Place probe near test point

Orientation or polarity

If the pattern is up side down turn it around



No Amperage Capabilities

These probes output a voltage not an amperage
value

If your test instrument doesn’t have amperage
capabilities it will read voltage

This is how you do this
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Every 100 mV is equal to 1 amp
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1 mV equals 10mA or 10mV equals 1 amp



244

1 mV equals 10mA or 100mV equals 1 amp



Test Equipment

Digital Storage Scope (DSO) AKA Lab Scope



Digital Storage Scopes (DSO)

Digital Storage Scopes (DSO) is a device that
can generate a graph of voltage over time

It isn’t used for precision or accuracy unless it
has cursors and you use them

If a signal isn’t moving use a DVOM

If the signal is moving use a DSO



Changing Voltage

A voltage trace shows the changing amplitude of
the voltage
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Test Equipment

Power Probe



Power Probe

Measure Voltage

Test Continuity

Power-Up Components

Test Bad Grounds

Listen to Active Audio Channels

Detect Alternator Ripple

Capture Min/Max Voltage Readings
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Test Equipment

Load Pro



Load Pro

The load pro is a set of test leads for a DVOM

They have the ability to load a circuit when
testing power or ground

This capability allows the technician to see if the
circuit can carry the load
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Amp Hound

A test instrument that converts a voltage drop
into a amperage value

Can be used across a fuse to check current draw
on that circuit
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Other Test Equipment

More than likely, you have different equipment

And there is a lot of other items not talked about
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Diagnostics will consist of:

Getting an overall image of what works and what
doesn’t

Reading a schematic

Deciding what and where to test

Making the test and interrupting the test results

259



Lets start with a common test
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Voltage Drops

A voltage drop in an electrical circuit occurs
when current passes through a load

Voltage is used up going through resistance

The greater the resistance, the higher the voltage
drop

There will be a voltage drop for each load in the
circuit







11.94V



Voltage Drops

When two loads are connected in series, they
will divide the available voltage according to the
resistance of each load

Equal loads split the voltage equally
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I = V / R (Current = Voltage
Divided by Resistance
(12.6 ÷ 4)
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Voltage?
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6.3V
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Voltage?
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0.011V
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Voltage?
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4.2V
(6.3V)
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4.2V
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4.2V
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4.2V
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4.2V
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0.525V
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2.5V
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0.82V
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0.82V
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0.82V



Ground Circuit Voltage Drop

Computers and computer inputs

less than 0.050V

less than 50 mV



Ground Circuit Voltage Drop

Voltage drop testing is the
correct method for testing

grounds



Ground Circuit Voltage Drop

Voltage drop testing is the
ONLY acceptable method for

testing grounds



Ground Circuit Voltage Drop

Computers controlled solenoids

less than 0.700V

less than 700 mV



Ground Circuit Voltage Drop

Lighting

less than 0.300V

less than 300 mV



Ground Circuit Voltage Drop

Starter motor

less than 0.500V

less than 500 mV



Electrical ground system



Electrical ground system





Testing grounds



Lets get technical

There are laws and statements about electricity

Even if you don’t remember the names of the
laws it is a good thing to know about them



What are we going to Measure?

Ohm’s Law

EMF- voltage

Current Flow

Resistance



What are we going to Measure?

Electromotive force (emf)

Electric potential energy

The potential difference between 2 points

Unit of measurement is Voltage

Measured with a voltmeter

Measure

Voltage available

Voltage Drop across a resistance (Voltage
forcing electrons through resistance)



What are we going to Measure?

Resistance

Opposition to current flow

Unit of measurement is Ohms

Measured with an ohmmeter

Temperature dependent (Increases with temperature
in most materials)

Corrosion is unintended resistance

Trouble comes from unintended

resistance



Understanding the circuit

GOOD OR BAD?
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4.998V
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4.922V

.076mV
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Ohm’s Law

The explanation was done with using Ohms Law



Voltage Available

B+



Voltage Drop

B+



Voltage Drop

B+



Voltage Drop

0.002V



Current
flow



Current



Current
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Ohm’s Law

Current

Too high, lost resistance

Too low, lost voltage
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Ohm’s Law



Make The Measurement

B+



If voltage isn’t high enough
Test Powers

7.1V



Make The Measurement

B+



If voltage isn’t low enough
Test Grounds

B+



If voltage isn’t low enough
Test Grounds

B+



Don’t Forget

B+
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Automotive Circuits

The entire vehicle is part of an electrical
circuit

With only one battery positive terminal and one
negative terminal

Circuits can have a problem that effects
another circuit

But, not all circuits can affect other circuits

A vehicle specific schematic can help



Identify Performance Problems

Can you identify a system that has a performance
problem?

Check the operation of the system being
evaluated

Is there a pattern of problems that directs you to
a area?

Keep it simple, test the easy things first



Identifying Performance Problems

Determine the most likely cause of performance
problem;

Use the circuit diagrams to identify operating
conditions

What part of the circuit is normal?

What part of the circuit is abnormal?

What area(s) is the likely cause of the problem?



Identifying Performance Problems

All injectors fire except number 5

All ignition coils fire except number 3

Rear lamps light except right turning indicator

What part of the circuit is abnormal?

What area(s) is the likely cause of the problem?



Diagnostic Examples

Do the easy things first

Identify a test point that is accessible

If possible, try to divide circuit functions with
each test
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B+
Here?
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0.00Volts



371

B+ Here

And Here
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Additional Detail

Diagram
92-1



Additional Detail

You may need additional information

Diagram
92-1

Diagram
90-4

Diagram
10-15

Diagram
10-16
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Diagram
92-1
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Diagram
92-1

Parking, Rear and License Lamps
92-2 92-3BB
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Parking, Rear and License Lamps
92-2 92-3

B



On to Individual Testing

What do you do when circuit testing takes us to a
component
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Control Circuits by relays and logic
devices

Relay use low current driver to control high
current circuits

The power contacts are closed by electromagnet
coils that require current flow to generate
magnetic attraction

Logic controls are solid state drivers that use low
current control signals to control higher current
devices

388
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396

Horn Good?



397

Horn have
power?



398

Horn have
ground?
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403



404
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406



407



408



409



410



411



412



413



414

B+ V



415

B+ V



416

B+ V



417

B+ V



418



419

0.050V
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Normally Open / Closed Relays

Normally Open (NO) closed when energized

Normally Closed (NC) closed when not
energized
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Diode Testing

Diodes allow electricity to flow in only one
direction

The arrow of the circuit symbol shows the
direction in which the current can flow



There is a small voltage across a conducting
diode, it is called the forward voltage drop and is
about 0.7V for all normal diodes

Voltage used up pushing its way through the
diode

Forward Voltage Drop





Testing a Diode







0.691v



OL



0.691v OL



Pulse Width Modulated (PWM)

Example: 5 volts

Driving the voltage repeatedly high and low very
quickly results in an average of the amount of
time the output is high or low

If it is always low the result is 0v, always high
then the result is 5v, if 50% high and 50% low
equally then the result is 2.5v
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Example of
Motor Control
Rheostat
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If a motor is connected to B+ it will rotate at full
speed

Disconnect the battery and the motor will take a
while to slow down until it stops

If the motor is only connected to the battery for a
short time before being disconnected then it
wont have enough time to get up to full speed

465

Motor Example of PWM



Motor Example of PWM

If we repeatedly connected and disconnected the
battery then the motor would start turning, then
slow down, start turning, slow down etc.

If the connection was only a few times a second
the motor would be jerky

If the connection was fast enough it would
control the speed of the motor dependent on the
percentage of time the battery was connected
versus not connected
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Fast Enough?

Several times a second

With computer control the connection can be
cycled on/off several thousand times a second
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PWM Measurement

PWM can be measured with a percentage of the
pulse width

Duty Cycle (100% - 50% - 25 %)

Frequency Hz.
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Change Subject

477





Testing Logic

Action …… Reaction

479



A field-effect transistor (FET) is a type of
transistor commonly used for weak-signal

amplification
For example, for amplifying wireless signals

The device can amplify analog or digital signals



Testing FET (field-effect transistor)

Test what is being
controlled
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More Complex Operation Analysis

We will use a starter control diagram for a
modern vehicle as an example
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Connecting to an Injector









Fuel Pump Testing

Since the DSO is already out, lets test the fuel
pump’s pressure and volume

Fuel pressure is directly related to current flow

Volume is directly related to the fuel pump’s
RPM

Both can be measured with a DSO



Analyzing Fuel Pump Current



Analyzing Fuel Pump Current



Analyzing Fuel Pump Current











Current indicates

The condition of the pump

Excessive current draw means the pump is
working too hard (Lower than normal RPM)

Higher than normal current indicates that the
pump isn’t doing enough work (Higher than
normal (RPM)

Analyzing the waveform indicates the overall
brush to commentator contact (1 amp max Peak
to Peak)

Analyzing Fuel Pump Current









Fuel pressure and Current relationship



Fuel pressure Waveform



Fuel pressure Waveform



Fuel Pump Current



Fuel Pressure
RPM













RPM Specification

6.5mS 9500 RPM

16.5mS 3500 RPM

If RPM is slow, under 3500, and pressure is
high:

Look for a restriction
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Work IT!

Start & stop the pump several times

Watch the waveform

The pump may have an intermittent problem you
can catch



Idle 7-8 Hz
55 mph 14-16 Hz



Idle 190-230 Hz
55 mph 380-460 Hz



Frequency

Simply put:

Frequency is how many time the signal changes
state in one second

528



Frequency

Is like any other specification

Cam sensor 7 to 9 Hz.

Crank sensor 190 to 230 Hz.

Hertz HZ, is the unit of measurement

529













Thank You

While we never stop learning in this ever-
evolving trade of ours

We have to bring the class to a close
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Digital Storage Scope Fundamentals

Allows the technician to view voltage/current
over time

Required for:

Communications

Cam and Crank signals

Fuel system

Ignition system

Can be used almost anywhere a DVOM is used



DSO Controls

Range / Gain sets the voltage scale

Time base / Sweep rate

Trigger







50 Volt Scale



10 Volt Scale



5 Volt Scale



0

50

















Trigger

A voltage level that the signal must cross for the
scope to begin writing the waveform

Can be set on a positive slope or a negative slope



Triggering

Most automotive signal are repeating signals

In some cases they relate to engine speed

That repetitive rate almost never is synchronized
to the sweep rate of the DSO

The waveform appears to float across the screen
or bounce back and forth





















Measuring Parasitic Draw

Are the computers asleep?



Diagnostics with Pressure Transducers

A pressure transducer is a device that changes
pressure into an
electrical signal



Learn to read the waveform --------- This one tells us
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Pressure Measurements

Pressure measurements are critical to any sealed
system

Provide insight into the health and operation of a
system

It is the measurement points that limit what we
can test
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Use your
DSO







TDC

Power stroke
ramp

Exhaust stroke
ramp

Intake stroke
ramp

Compression
stroke ramp



After looking to see if the events are even
Snap the Throttle





50%



Good

Early
Advanced

Late
Retarded

50%







Good

Early
Advanced

Late
Retarded



Two different Engines











Pressure Transducers

Can be used anywhere there is pressure

Cylinders

Exhaust

Fuel Rail



Power Probe Use

Voltage Testing

Polarity Testing

Continuity Testing

Activating Components

Testing Grounds

Negative Peak Capture

Positive Peak Capture

Peak to Peak Capture



Connects





Polarity testing











Logic Probe

Doesn’t detect exact voltage

Detects whether the signal is high or low

Used to detect logic levels



Logic Probe

Pulse

High logic illuminates a red LED

Low logic illuminates a green LED

Pulse detected illuminates the yellow LED



Improved Short/open Circuit Diagnostics

We use a moderately priced tester to help diagnose
opens and shorts

The Power Probe ECT 2000 is a specialized
diagnostic tool to diagnose opens and shorts in
wiring

The ECT 2000 works with the power removed
from the circuit being tested to prevent damage
for shorted B+ wiring

The ECT2000 is an efficient way of diagnosing
open and short circuits



Power Probe Electronic Circuit Tester



ECT Operation
The ECT transmitter injects a 100 ma AC signal
into the circuit being tested and uses a wireless
receiver to check for the signal



TransmitterThe transmitter puts an AC signal on the circuit
that is detected by the wireless receiver



Smart Wireless Receiver



Short Detection
The receiver detects the AC signal in the wiring

Some signals can be cancelled, if the return wire
runs parallel to the circuit under test



Short to Ground Return circuit

Ground under
driver’s seat

B+ and ground circuits
are in the same wiring

harness



Open DetectionThe AC signal will be different when the
transmitter is connected to an open circuit, we
don’t get a direction like we do with a short



Injecting Signal for open circuit



Injecting Signal for open circuit

Inject here with
bulb removed



Injecting Signal for open circuit

Check for
open signal



Short Circuit Testing

Testing for short circuits have procedures that
will increase the accuracy of circuit tracing

Three factors should be considered

Shorted circuits will have a stronger
indication that circuits with a normal load

Circuits with a normal load can show a weak
short signal

Short signals can be cancelled if two wire
carry the signal in opposite directions



Test Connections



Receiver Pulse Mode

The receiver starts up in pulse mode

Strong short signals have rapid pluses

Weak short signals have slower pluses



Setting Receiver Sensitivity
The receiver can be set to only detect strong
signals by pressing the yellow sensitivity button

The short indicator will only detect strong
signals with a steady light without blinking

Press
To
Set



Diagnosing the short in the brake lights

The diagnostic pattern identified the B+ circuit
as the most likely problem area

We used the short detection function of the
ECT2000 to identify the location of the short



ECT 2000 Operation



Testing with Direction Indication



ECT 2000 Weak Signal



Set Strong Signal Indication

Press Sensitivity Switch



Strong Signal Indication



Parasitic draw
(Ignition off loads)

Any electrical component or circuit that draws
electric current when the ignition key is turned
off



Parasitic draw
(Ignition off loads)

All modern vehicle will have an electrical draw
to power clocks, radio settings, and the
computers keep alive memory



Parasitic draw
(Ignition off loads)

The manufactures calculates these draws and
selects the correct Reserve Capacity for the
battery



Reserve Capacity

It’s a unit of measurement for the minutes of
reserve power the battery has at a given load

The number is more important these days
because of parasitic drain



Parasitic draw
(Ignition off loads)

Accessories have increased the normal electrical
demands

Manufactures tell us that the OBD-II monitors
continue to run after the ignition is turned off

The EVAP monitor can run for several minutes
with the ignition off



Parasitic draw

If a circuit or component draws more than a
normal amount of current the battery will
discharge too quickly

As an example: Over night or while at work



Parasitic draw

The battery will lose charge and the engine will
fail to crank

Leaving the owner with a No-Crank problem



Before any testing

If the battery isn’t fully charged

Charge it

Dead or weak batteries won’t allow accurate
results for a draw test



Before any testing

Turn off all accessories and lights

Ensure all computers are in sleep mode















Parasitic Draw Testing

Measures how much current is being drawn out
of the vehicles battery with the ignition off by



Parasitic Draw Testing

Disconnect the battery cable





Parasitic Draw Testing

Connect an ammeter in series or use an inductive
probe











Parasitic Draw Testing

After measuring, the technician must determine
if the draw is normal or excessive



Parasitic Draw Testing

If the draw is excessive where do you go from
there?



Draw Specifications

When several shops were asked, the answer is
50mA (0.050A)

Or look the specification up in the manufacture
service information



Measure the Parasitic Draw

Alternative methods to measure the
total parasitic draw











Parasitic Draw Testing NOTE!

These tests measure the total parasitic draw

This tells us the amount of draw, both normal
and excessive loads



Parasitic Draw Testing NOTE!

Once determined excessive, the technician must
decide which circuit or component is at fault

So, I ask again: Where do you go from there?



Parasitic Draw Testing NOTE!

Each technician has his own diagnostic
procedure

The most common is to isolate the circuits one at
a time until the parasitic draw returns to normal

The easiest method is to
remove fuses one at a time



Removing a fuse and then replacing it, may
wake a computer up!









Alternate method for finding the
Excessive Parasitic Draw circuit

Measure the voltage drop across each fuse

Your not removing and replacing fuses



Measuring voltage drop
across fuses

It is quicker

The procedure isn’t interrupting power to any
computer waking it up























What do we do this value?

Use a fuse voltage drop chart













http://www.powerprobe.com



http://info.powerprobe.com/fusecharts
download

This is the site that Power Probe has the fuse
charts

They offer a download of the different charts

Proving they support the technician in the
service bay



http://info.powerprobe.com/fusechar
tsdownload



http://info.powerprobe.com/fusechar
tsdownload





















The technician decides

Is 338 mA excessive

Most shops would say its very high



Draw Specifications

When several shops were asked, the answer is
50mA (0.050A)

Or look the specification up in the manufacture
service information

There is a rule of thumb used by many
technicians

Of reserve capacity of the OE
battery







Ensure that its an OE battery

If it isn’t an OE battery look up the specifications
for the OE battery





If you can’t find the reserve capacity

Make an attempt to look up the OE specification

Or use the amount of draw you’re comfortable
with



The voltage drop test

Looking for the excessive current draw this way
is quicker and doesn’t awake computers
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